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1. BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
 

The program which is further being described visualizes different aspects of Molecular 
Dynamics simulations on the basis of calculations, such as RMSD (root mean square 
deviation), RMSF (root mean square fluctuation) and SASA (solvent accessible surface area). 
The entire program is written in TCL/Tk-scripting language and is embedded in the 
underlying VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) (Humphrey et.al., 1996) – a program to 
visualize molecular structures - which is distributed at free charge and available for different 
platforms of operating systems.  
The vmdICE – plugin can be accessed over the 

«Menu Extensions/Submenu Analysis/ vmdICE» 

within VMD, files to automatically embed vmdICE will be delivered. 
 
2. PACKAGE CONTENT 
 
The following files will be delivered in order to integrate vmdICE into VMD: 

� vmdICE.tcl 
� colorplot.tcl 
� multiplot.tcl 
� pkgIndex.tcl 
� .vmdrc (for unix platforms), vmd.rc (for windows platforms) 

 

3. INSTALLATION 
 

3.1 SOFTWARE PREREQUISITES 

 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 
The latest VMD-version, VMD 1.8.6, dated 2007/04/07, is available from following site 
(Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group, 2008a).  
VMD itself works on different platforms, such as Windows, MacOS X and Unix-Systems. As 
far as Windows is concerned at least version Windows 2000 (32-bit) using OpenGL is 
necessary. The VMD-package for Linux requires at least RedHat 9 or later versions with 
Mesa or Hardware OpenGL. For further information or alternative platforms, please visit the 
download page mentioned above (Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group, 2008a). 
 
PROGRAMS 
To successfully install VMD, Unix-Systems require Perl 5 to be installed. Windows XP users 
may additionally improve performance by looking for OpenGL that is vendor-provided. 
Linux platforms need to have an X server and DRI-based OpenGL driver installed. More 
information on required software and download sites, as well as optional VMD-features can 
be accessed over (Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group, 2008b).  
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3.2 INTEGRATE THE PLUGIN INTO VMD 

 

The given instructions below help setting up the environment in order to automatically 
integrate vmdICE whenever VMD is started.  
Steps 1 to 4 only need to be done the first time, after successful installation steps 5 and 6 will 
start VMD with the vmdICE integration. 
Comment: $VMD refers to the directory where the program VMD is installed. 

 
1.) Create a new folder in $VMD/plugins/noarch/tcl 

2.) Name it vmdICE1.0 

3.) Copy the files 

− vmdICE.tcl 

− colorplot.tcl 

− multiplot.tcl 

− pkgIndex.tcl 

 into newly created folder 

4.) Copy configuration file: 

� .vmdrc for Unix, respectively 

� vmd.rc for Windows platforms 

into $VMD 

 

ALTERNATIVE: 

Append the following lines of code to the pre-existing config-file in directory $VMD: 

###################################################### 

# embed plugin into VMD 

###################################################### 

 

set dir $VMD/plugins/noarch/tcl/vmdICE1.0 

source $dir/pkgIndex.tcl 

vmd_install_extension vmdICE xrmsdgui_tk_cb "Analysis/vmdICE" 

 

 

5.) Start VMD and load a MD simulation 

6.) Access vmdICE over VMD-Menu 

Extensions -> Analysis -> vmdICE 
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3.3 HARDWARE PREREQUISITES 

 
Implementation and testing of the vmdICE-application was carried out on Acer TravelMate 
4020 with Intel Processor 1.60 GHz and 512 MB RAM using Windows XP. Considering 
Linux platforms, a dual core computer with an Intel Pentium processor of 2.80 GHz and 1 GB 
RAM served as testing environment. 
Systems should provide above mentioned hardware prerequisites as a minimum in order to 
utilize the vmdICE-application performing reasonable processing times.  
 
4. OVERALL DESCRIPTION 
vmdICE is designed for the analysis of movements within Molecular Dynamics simulations 
on the basis of different calculation methods. The user is provided with a main graphical user 
interface, several plots and changeable representations within the VMD-window that work 
interactively. The entire functionality of VMD is available to the user as well, since vmdICE 
is an embedded program. 
 

5. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 
The following screenshot, see Figure 5.1, represents the graphical user interface which is the 
main window of the vmdICE - plugin. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 main gui of plugin «vmdICE» 
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The graphical user interface is divided up into several different sections, most of them relating 
to different calculatory measures.  
 
The first section contains general information which needs to be provided to run the program 
such as which molecule to use, which area or specific frame to use as a reference for 
calculation, what kind of molecule section to observe (e.g. ”chain A”, “all”). Considering the 
molecule selection, there is a listbox which contains all possible chains that can be found 
within the molecule. Selecting an item from this listbox displays the chosen value in the 
“selection text field” just to the right. The possibility to define more complex selections in this 
text field still remains. 
Furthermore, a specification of an output-file can be made within this section of the program 
in order to store relevant values that will be obtained during calculation. Last, but not least, 
the user is provided with options to choose the representation style within the VMD-window 
after calculation. Additionally, a status bar which displays relevant messages for the user on 
the one hand and informs him/her about the progress during calculation on the other hand, is 
situated in the general information section as well. 
 
The RMSD - section is specifically designed to hold relevant information for the calculation 
on basis of the root mean square deviation. 
The same principle is applied to the RMSF – section, as well as to the solvent accessible 
surface area (SASA-) section. 
 
The footer section contains a few more buttons - «WriteAvgStructure» and «3D-RMSD 
(residues)» - whereas their function will be described in further detail, later on. Button 
«Close» terminates the vmdICE - application. 
 
6. FUNCTIONALITY 
 
The following part of the manual concentrates on a detailed description of the functions that 
are provided by vmdICE. 
 
6.1 «UPDATEMOLECULES» 

 
Button «UpdateMolecules» updates the content of the molecule list within the vmdICE-
application according to molecules that are currently loaded in VMD.  
The menu to the left of this button contains the ids and names of those molecules. Selecting a 
molecule will only display its id in this field and indicates the use of this molecule for 
calculation purposes. During runtime of the program switching of molecules is enabled, 
except for Windows platforms that don’t support this function. The user will be informed 
about the molecule currently in use over the status bar, which resides in the general section of 
the graphical user interface. In the VMD-window the recently selected molecule will be 
displayed via a simple representation style.  
 
6.2 «SAVE AS…» AND «CLEAR OUTPUT FILE» 

 
Button «save as…» will open a dialog from which the user is enabled to open or create a new 
.xvg-file in order to store values obtained from chosen calculations. After closing of this file-
dialog the absolute path to the chosen filename will be displayed in the textfield right next to 
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the «save as…» button. For further information concerning the .xvg-file-format, please read 
Chapter 6.10, Section “.xvg-structure”. 
 
Whenever a filename appears in the given textfield, calculated values will be stored there and 
may overwrite older ones. Hence, button «clear output file» removes the output filepath from 
the textfield and as a consequence, calculated values will not be permanently stored.  
 
6.3 SINGLE ATOMS-/SINGLE RESIDUES- MEASUREMENTS 

 

The entire layout is therein structured, so that measurements can either be chosen for single 
atoms, residues or an entire molecule structure. Therefore, each section (RMSD, RMSF and 
SASA) contains buttons for single-atom-, single-residue-, as well as total-structure-

calculations.  
In order to store the during runtime measured values (no matter whether it is about RMSD, 
RMSF or SASA values), the user needs to specify an output file, which can be achieved over 
the «save as...» -button in the general section of the gui, compare Chapter 6.2. In any case, the 
parameters will be stored in the .xvg-format, see Chapter 6.10. 
 
PARAMETERS 
 
The user needs to specify the following parameters: 

� name of selection 

which expects any simple or combined VMD-selection-command (for example “chain 
A”, “resid 30 to 46”, “protein”, “all”), as well as 

� a calculating reference, either by 
- defining a specific frame, or by 
- defining a start- and an end point to create an average structure out of the given 

frame area 
 

Other parameters, such as step sizes or window sizes, output files are optional, but especially 
for bigger simulations it is recommended to at least define higher step sizes (per default step 
size shows value 10) in order to increase time performance. In case user defines a step size 
lower than 1, a warning message will be raised, but calculation will continue using the default 
step size. 
 

6.4 EXCEPTION HANDLING 

Exceptions or errors that occur in dealing with vmdICE are caught during runtime and users 
will be informed about the source of the problem. Exceptions, which are generated by VMD 
itself, are propagated over the progress bar/status bar of vmdICE in red colored font. 
Additionally, the error message will be written on console, in case parts of the message are 
cut off. As long as the error message keeps being displayed on the progress bar, the user is 
advised to check and revise the given parameters in vmdICE. In case, the molecule id in the 
general section of the gui is in inactive state, the function «UpdateMolecules» will resolve the 
problem. Other errors, such as selections which are syntactically correct but do not contain 
any atoms to perform calculations on, are propagated via dialog boxes. 
 

6.5 ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION (RMSD) 

 
The RMSD – as an abbreviation for root mean square deviation – means the spatial or 
euclidian distance of atoms e.g. within a simulation.  
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The calculation is defined as following: 

 
 

Formula 6.1 RMSD-formula according to (Stamati, 2007) 

 
CALCULATING OPTIONS 

 
The user can decide between three different kinds of RMSD-calculations: 
 
«RMSD (SINGLE ATOMS)» 
 
The first one, initiated through button «RMSD (single atoms)», measures the RMSD of each 
single atom within the chosen selection. This leads to the fact, that coloring or thickening of 
the representation of the molecule will be done for each atom over the entire trajectory. 
Figure 6.1 represents the effect achieved by coloring “chain A” of the molecule after «RMSD 
(single atoms)» calculation. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.1 Colored Representation 

of “chain A” after 

«RMSD (single atoms) » 
 

The colors shown in the Figure above are dependent from the color scale that is set on startup 
of vmdICE. In this case, colorscale BGR is used, which means that values range from blue 
(smallest) to green and eventually red (very high). According to this color scale, it can be seen 
that the ends of this chain seem to express higher RMSDs than the middle parts. A decision to 
change the underlying color scale can always be made during runtime of the program. 
 
«RMSD (SINGLE RESIDUES)» 
 
Second, button «RMSD (single residues)» calculates the RMSD for each residue, or amino 
acid, that occurs within the user chosen selection. Usually, a residue contains a couple of 
atoms. After calculation single atoms within residues will not be possible to differentiate, 
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since all the atoms of a residue will have the same color or the same radius, as far as the 
representation style in vmdICE is set to «Thickening Representation».  
 
Running through this function with a test-simulation may produce a thickened tube 
representation like in Figure 6.2. 
 

 
Figure 6.2 Thickened Tube 

Representation of “chain A” 

after 

«RMSD (single residues)» 

As one can see, the radii of the tube are 
varying along the chain. The thicker a tube, 
the higher was the RMSD-result obtained - 
in this case for residues within selection 
“chain A”. 
 
During the process of calculation, which 
takes some time, the user will be informed 
about the progress, indicated by a progress 
bar in the lower section of the main 
window. Other status messages are also 
communicated over this progress bar.  

 

Beware: 
The user is advised to check the representation style and change to either «Colored 

Representation» or «Thickening Representation» when starting a new «RMSD (single 

residues)» calculation in order to obtain the current selection in VMD-window! 

 

ColorPlot 

Calculation in «single residue» mode will result in generation of a so-called ColorPlot, see 
Figure 6.3. This is a 2-Dimensional plot showing the time steps on the x-axis and the residues 

that occur within the selection on the y-axis. The structure of this plot implies that the value of 
chosen measurement is calculated for each residue per time step, although for reasons of very 
big simulations neither every single time step nor every single residue will be plotted. 
According to its name the ColorPlot shows each RMSD-/RMSF-, respectively, SASA-value 
as a differently colored datapoint.  
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Figure 6.3 ColorPlot : Time steps/frames on the x-axis, residues on the y-axis, 

colored datapoints refer to different RMSD-values 

 

On the right hand side there is a small color scale bar which helps the user to recognize which 
color represents a higher value and vice versa. 
It is to say that user-changes of the color-scale will not affect the color scheme of this plot, 
when it is already being displayed, since those colors were calculated beforehand and only 
show a kind of static image. On the other hand, if the user wants to apply another color scale - 
default is BGR – a newly performed button click «… (single residues)» is necessary. If 
general parameters have not changed, values will not be recalculated (reason: time 
performance) but the ColorPlot will show another “coloring face”. 
 
The ColorPlot also contains a File-menu that supports a function to export the currently 
displayed diagram to a postscript file. Hence, the user is enabled to keep recently calculated 
ColorPlots and compare them with others. The exported file can be viewed by graphic-
programs which support .ps-files. 
 
As already mentioned before in this section, not every single residue will be plotted, if 
simulations are quite big. For that reason colored datapoints will not represent the RMSD-
/RMSF-/SASA-values of one specific residue but be formed from the average of the 
neighbouring residues, that cannot be plotted. So, for example if only every fifth residue 

appears on this ColorPlot, residues inbetween (e.g. 4, 3, 2 and 1) would share the same 

colored datapoints with residue 5. Additionally, a click on one of those datapoints will mark 
all residues within VMD-window which are part of the selected row in ColorPlot. Despite the 
fact of plotting in intervals, it is to say that each residue of the selection can be accessed and 
therefore marked in ColorPlot through the interactive VMD-window.  
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Handling ColorPlot 

 
A user can interactively work with this so-called ColorPlot. Since each row represents a 
specific residue and each column is a reference for a time step or a frame, one can select a 
single RMSD-/RMSF-/SASA-value or datapoint by simply clicking on one of the displayed 
colored rectangles. This leads to a selection of the specific residue at the chosen time step in 
the VMD-window. 
 
 
 
 
 
On the right hand side, Figure 6.4, the 
VMD-window after specific selection 
through ColorPlot is displayed. The 
relevant residue is emphasized in white so-
called «Licorice» representation and looks 
slightly differently than the other residues 
which are represented as a colored «Tube».  

 
 

Figure 6.4 

VMD-Window : Residue selection 

(resid 29) 

through  

ColorPlot

 

 

Vice versa, the user can select a specific residue directly in the VMD-window. A simple click 
on one of the colored parts displays an id as well as the short name for residue in the window 
firstly, and secondly marks the chosen residue within ColorPlot by drawing a thick black 
rectangle around the entire residue–row, compare Figure 6.5.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.5 ColorPlot : Specific residue (resid 29) selected (through VMD-window) 
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Residue-3D 

 
Another extension to ColorPlot that should help with a better understanding is a 3D-diagram 
for a specific residue. 
 
 

Handling Residue-3D 
 
To generate «Residue – 3D» the user needs 
to select a specific residue either by 
clicking on one of the colored datapoints in 
ColorPlot or by choosing/selecting a 
residue in VMD-window.  
By making use of the button «Residue – 
3D» in the footer-section of the main 
graphical user interface a 3D-diagram will 
be displayed in the VMD-window, see 
Figure 6.6. Sometimes one may get 
mistaken as far as choosing a residue is 
concerned, therefore the status/progress bar 
in the main window of the vmdICE-

program shows the id of the recently 
selected residue. 

 
 

Figure 6.6 Residue-3D-Diagram 

 

After generation of this 3-Dimensional-diagram the appearance of the «Residue-3D» button 
changes («Residue-3D OFF», «Residue-3D ON») and the user can always switch between 
display of 3D-diagram or the previously shown molecule structure. If during switching 
process no selection of another residue takes place, the same residue will be displayed again 
after reclicking on the «Residue-3D» button. In case the user tries to generate a 3D-plot of a 
residue by mistake without selecting one, an error-message will be raised. 
 
In comparison to ColorPlot which only displays higher values by different colors, the 
Residue-3D diagram additionally expresses the values as higher or lower peaks. As seen in 
Figure 6.3 the color scale on the right hand side of ColorPlot can be used to check the height 
of the peaks in Residue-3D.  
 
In case peaks are not visible at first sight, the user should at first zoom in by using the 
mouse’s scroll bar and afterwards, if necessary, slightly rotate the structure using his mouse 
until a perspective is reached where the 3-Dimensional-diagram is clearly recognizable. 
 
Interactivity of Residue-3D 

 
This newly generated Residue-3D diagram also provides interactivity. A click on single peaks 
in the diagram results in emphasis of the specific datapoint (residue and time step) in 
ColorPlot by a dotted grey rectangle, compare Figure 6.7. Only the currently actual selection 
will be marked in ColorPlot.  
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Figure 6.7 ColorPlot : After click on peak numbered by frame 385 on resid 29 in 

Residue-3D-Diagram the associated datapoint (frame 385, resid 29) will be marked in 

ColorPlot through grey dotted rectangle 

 

If for any reasons, ColorPlot is not visible on screen anymore, it can easily be replotted by 
clicking the «…. (single residues)» button. 
 
RMSD - PLOT 
 

Button «RMSD (total)» will firstly calculate, if calculation has not been performed up to 
now, the RMSD-value for each single atom and afterwards group them together, so that there 
will only be one total RMSD-value for each time step. As a result a 2-Dimensional RMSD-
Plot will appear on the screen, showing the time steps on the x-axis and the total RMSD-

values on the y-axis. The entire process of calculating the total RMSD-value per frame is 
quite time-consuming, therefore users need to be patient with this functionality. Due to 
validating options a simple MessageBox will appear on screen before showing the RMSD-
Plot in order to inform the user about the average total RMSD value reached for the current 
structure. 
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Figure 6.8 2-Dimensional RMSD-Plot (x-axis: time steps, y-axis: RMSDs of entire 

structure) 

Each datapoint, shown on the diagram as green square points, marks one RMSD-value per 
time step. To help the user for a better understanding, this RMSD-Plot is made interactive. 
Whenever the cursor goes over one of the green datapoints, the specified time step within the 
plot will be marked through a vertical orange line. Additionally, the program jumps to the 
currently selected frame in the simulation. 
This functionality is implemented vice versa, which means that if the user changes the time 
slider in the main part of the underlying VMD program, the recently selected frame will be 
marked by showing this orange colored line within the RMSD-Plot. 
 
Since for bigger simulation files calculations can get quite time-consuming it is highly 
recommended to make use of the option to specify a step size. This step size provides a way 
to accelerate calculation since not every single time step needs to be calculated, additionally, 
values will only be plotted in intervals of defined step sizes.  
 
In order to enhance time performance the vmdICE-program is designed to remember whether 
a calculation with once given parameters has already been performed. If no change in given 
selection variables has taken place, values will not be newly calculated, instead the previously 
calculated values will just be used. 
 
6.6 ROOT MEAN SQUARE FLUCTUATION (RMSF) 

 
The root mean square fluctuation – shortly named RMSF – is a measure to determine the 
movement an atom or a residue performs over time.  
 
PARAMETERS 

 
Several parameters can be set before measuring the RMSF.  
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One of them, the step size, has already been mentioned before in Chapter 6.3, Section 
Parameters and Chapter 6.5, Section RMSD-Plot of this document. It is generally used to 
enhance time performance. Defining steps will lead to the fact, that the RMSF will only be 
calculated for frames in intervals of a given step size. Values inbetween will be obtained by 
calculating a simple average over the neighbouring time steps. The default value for the step 
size is 10, a warning message will be raised if a number lower or equal to zero is given as 
input, but calculation will go on using the default step size. 
 
The parameter window size is used in RMSF-calculation to move a window from the 
beginning to the end of the simulation in order to obtain a color coded or thickened trajectory 
at the end. The value of this window size should always be an odd number, if no window size 
is defined (window size: 0), the program will only calculate the RMSF over the chosen frame 
area without window-movement and generate a kind of standing image representation. 
Example: 

A simulation consists out of 10 frames, the user wants to calculate the RMSF, giving a 

window size of 5 plus definition of a step size of 2. The step size means that windows will only 

be calculated for every second frame, respectively, time step on the basis of the simulation’s 

real data, the remaining time steps will be computed averagely through neighbouring frames.  

  

Below you see a list of frames representing the timeline of the entire simulation:  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Considering the window size, the window which moves over the simulation will contain all 

those frames that are displayed within the rectangle. The current frame, for which this 

window is computed is shown in red bolded font, the remaining frames shown in light grey 

font are not considered for the current window. Rows that represent frames for which 

windows will be computed are shown in light grey shaded boxes according to the step size of 

2. 

Frame 0 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 1 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 2 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 3 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 4 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 5 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 6 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 7 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 8 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frame 9 : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

CALCULATING OPTIONS 
 
The vmdICE-application offers different options in working with the root mean square 
fluctuation as a measuring basis. 
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Beware: 
Users are advised to check the representation style and change to either «Colored 

Representation» or «Thickening Representation» when starting a new calculation in order to 

obtain the current selection in VMD-window! 

 
«RMSF (SINGLE ATOMS)» 
 
The initiation of this button calculates the RMSF-value for each single atom within the chosen 
selection. As a reference for this calculation serves an average structure which is continually 
computed over the frame area within a window (user given input) as long as it runs over the 
entire trajectory. (The window movement is explained above in this Chapter.) Hence, user 
changes concerning an average frame area in the general section of the gui will not affect the 
RMSF calculation and values will not be recomputed.  
As a result, the representation in the VMD-window will either become colored or thickened 
depending on the highness of the specific RMSF-value. 
The algorithm for the RMSF calculation works on basis of the “measure rmsf” function which 
is already implemented in VMD.  
 
«RMSF (SINGLE RESIDUES)» 
 
Button «RMSF (single residues)» uses the same principle, the only difference is that instead 
of calculating the RMSF for each single atom, the RMSF is calculated for each single residue 
within the user-chosen-selection. An either color coded or thickened trajectory representation 
will be obtained after successful execution of this command.  
 
ColorPlot 

Additionally, an interactive 2-Dimensional plot with colored RMSF-datapoints will be 
displayed on screen, as it has already been described in Chapter 6.5 “RMSD (single 
residues)”, Section ColorPlot. Handling works the same way as it is explained in this part of 
the document. 
 
Residue-3D 

3-Dimensional peaks differing in height and color regarding calculated RMSF values for a 
specific residue are displayed by selecting a residue from ColorPlot or over the graphical 
VMD-window. Generation and handling of this plot is also outlined in detail in Chapter 6.5 
“RMSD(single residues)”, Section Residue-3D. 
 
RMSF-PLOT 
Button «RMSF (total)» results in the generation of a 2-Dimensional interactive plot, which 
displays the total RMSF-values for the entire selection on the y-axis, listing each time step on 
the x-axis. For a detailed description, please see section RMSD-Plot in Chapter 6.5, since both 
plots are designed the same way. 
 
6.7 SOLVENT ACCESSIBLE SURFACE AREA (SASA) 

 
SASA is a measurement to calculate the surface area of an atom, a residue, a molecule which 
is exposed to a specific solvent. Usually, this factor will be measured in angstroms2 (Å2). 
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PARAMETERS 

 
To use this feature in the vmdICE-application two specific parameters should be provided by 
the user: 

1.) the radius, as well as 
2.) a step size. 

 
The meaning of the declaration of a step size has already been discussed in this 
documentation, compare Chapter 6.3 and 6.6, Section Parameters. Moving along the whole 
simulation each frame in an interval of the step size value will be computed on the basis of the 
true coordinates, the time steps that are left out in this process will be later on calculated by 
averaging over calculated neighbouring frames. It is used to enhance time performance, which 
is especially important in bigger simulations. 
 
The radius, which can be given by the user as well, is a so-called probe radius that will 
expand the radius of each atom’s Van der Waals radius in order to obtain the solvent 
accessible surface area. A definition for this parameter is optional, since per default SASA 
will be measured on the basis of a probe radius of 1.4 angstroms, which represents the radius 
of a water molecule. 
 
CALCULATING OPTIONS 

 
As it is already known from previous calculating measures, such as RMSD or RMSF, the 
vmdICE-program also offers three different ways of SASA-calculations. 
 
Beware: 
Users are advised to check the representation style and change to either «Colored 

Representation» or «Thickening Representation» when starting a new calculation in order to 

obtain the current selection in VMD-window! 

 
«SASA (SINGLE ATOMS)» 
 
Initiation of the button «SASA (single atoms)» will calculate the exposable surface area on 
the basis of the given input-parameters for each single atom within the selection. Since the 
calculation will be performed using Van der Waals radii, the representation style within the 
VMD-window will also display colored Van der Waals atoms, see Figure 6.9.  
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Figure 6.9 VDW-Representation 

after 

«SASA (single atoms)» 

 
Compared to the color scale that was used during calculation, all of the atoms which appear 
with a brighter color (e.g. greenish and reddish) represent bigger SASA values, than for 
example blue colored atoms.  
Users are kindly asked to show a little patience while processing the Van der Waals 
representation style for each atom which is quite exhaustive. Due to performance reasons, 
«Thickening Representation» is not available for this function. 
The algorithm for the SASA calculation works on basis of the “measure sasa” function which 
is already implemented in VMD.  
 
«SASA (SINGLE RESIDUES)» 
 
If the user performs a click on the button «SASA (single residues)» the exposable surface area 
per residue will be calculated and displayed in colored Van der Waals representation style 
within the VMD-window, see Figure 6.10. Representation style «Thickening Representation» 
is not supported by this function. 
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Figure 6.10 VDW-Representation 

after 

«SASA (single residues)» 

 
Figure 6.10 above shows that residues which have higher calculated SASA-values are colored 
in red, while others are colored in green or kind of blue. 
 
ColorPlot 

Calculation mode “SASA (single residues)” will result in generation of a ColorPlot regarding 
calculated SASA values. It provides the same functionality as was already encountered and 
described in Chapter 6.5, «RMSD (single residues)» and Chapter 6.6, «RMSF (single 
residues)». 
 
Residue-3D 

Further on, the opportunity to display a 3-Dimensional-plot displaying peaks differing in both 
height and color is provided. Handling and generation follows the same itinerary as already 
delineated in detail in Chapter 6.5, «RMSD (single residues)». 
 
SASA-PLOT 
 
After initiation of button «SASA (total)» the solvent accessible surface area of the entire 
molecule structure, respectively selection, will be calculated for each time step defined by the 
parameter step size. Computed values will then be displayed on the screen via a 2-
Dimensional interactive plot, representing time steps on the x-axis and the exposable surface 
area in Å2 (squared angstroms) on the y-axis. For a more detailed description of this plot see 
Section RMSD-Plot in Chapter 6.5, since both are designed on the same basis.  
 
 
The last part of this document concentrates on those functions which can be accessed over the 
footer-section of the main graphical user interface. 
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6.8 AVERAGE STRUCTURE 

 

Initiated through a click on button «WriteAvgStructure» the given frame area will be used to 
calculate an average structure for the chosen selection. In order to store this artificial structure 
and make it visualizable again in VMD, the user will be prompted to specify a filename (in 
this case, file extension will be .pdb) after pressing button «WriteAvgStructure» in the footer-
section of the vmdICE-application. The calculated coordinates for each single atom within the 
user-defined-selection will then be stored within the pdb-format. During storing process the 
user will be informed about the need to change the representation style within the main 
window of VMD to «Lines» in order to visualize the average structure, since average 
distances after computation of natural distances within frames sometimes emerge as artifical 
and therefore cannot be recreated anymore. 
 
6.9 3D – RMSD (RESIDUES) 

 
To see a detailed description of this functionality, please refer to Chapter 6.5, Section 
Residue-3D of this document. 
 
6.10 FORMATTED OUTPUT FILES 

 
Since the vmdICE-application makes use of specially formatted output files, the structure of 
the .pdb-format as well as the .xvg-format will be described in the following section. 
 

.PDB - STRUCTURE 
 
Normally, the pdb-format contains a lot of information about a given molecule, such as name 
of each amino-acid, their coordinates, hbonds over which they are related to each other, etc. 
The information which is absolutely necessary (definition of representation and spatial 
coordinates) is stored in the user chosen file with filetype .pdb when using 
«WriteAvgStructure». 
Each line begins with the single word 'ATOM' always followed by blank spaces until the 
spatial coordinates are displayed. It is to notice that the x-coordinates of the atoms only begin 
at the 32nd character index in order to be correctly displayed in VMD again. X-, y- and z-
coordinates are each separated by two blank characters and coordinates are stored in the 
format of floating value, such as '18.563'. The advantage of those .pdb-files is that their 
structure can again be visualized in VMD. 
For further information regarding the structure of pdb-files or the protein database in general, 
please refer to (Bergman et.al, 2000) or (Krone O., 2003) (german version). 
 

.XVG - STRUCTURE 

 
Files presented with an .xvg-extension are usually obtained by some processing with 
Gromacs. Xvg-Files contain a header with information about creation and date etc., as well as 
a title section which defines the sort of information that will be stored and their structure 
within the file. Files expressing an .xvg-structure may be visualized again using the Gromacs 
function xmgrace, which is kind of a graph plotting program. 
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6.11 REPRESENTATION STYLES 

 

As representation styles are concerned, the user can either choose a molecule to be colored or 
thickened (bigger tube radius for higher values) over the entire trajectory, except for SASA 
calculations which only provide colored representations. The other option is to not change the 
representation – the molecule will always look the same way as it was loaded in the beginning 
or displayed on screen recently. Users are recommended to be careful with use of 
«Thickening Representation» when performing single-atoms-calculations, since the 
simulation will get jumpy due to permanent re-measurement of tube radii for each single atom 
per time step. 
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